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Abstract

Background: A systematic review and meta-analysis of observational studies evaluated the association of intake of vitamin B2 with the incidence of colorectal cancer. Materials and Methods: Relevant studies were identified in MEDLINE via PubMed (published up to April 2014). We extracted data from articles on vitamin B2 and used multivariable-adjusted odds ratio (OR) and a random-effects model for analysis. Results: We found 8 articles meeting the inclusion criteria (4 of cohort studies and 4 of case-control studies) and a total of 7,750 colorectal cancer cases were included in this meta-analysis. The multivariable-adjusted OR for pooled studies for the association of the highest versus lowest vitamin B2 intake and the risk of colorectal cancer was 0.83 (95% confidence interval [95%CI]:0.75,0.91). We performed a sensitivity analysis for vitamin B2. If we omitted the study by Vecchia et al., the pooled OR was 0.86 (95% CI, 0.77,0.96). Conclusions: This is the first meta-analysis to study links between vitamin B2 and colorectal cancer. We found vitamin B2 intake was inversely associated with risk of colorectal cancer. However, further research and large sample studies need to be conducted to better validate the result.
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Introduction

In 2013, colorectal cancer was newly diagnosed in 73,680 males in the United States; 26,300 died of the disease. It was newly diagnosed in 69,140 females and 24,530 died (Siegel et al., 2013). Indeed, colorectal cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in males and the second in females, with more than 1.2 million new cases and 608,700 deaths estimated to have occurred in 2008 (Center et al., 2009).

Vitamin B2 (chemical formula: C17H20N4O6) also known as riboflavin. In fact, the flavin in riboflavin comes from flavus, the Latin word for yellow. (yellow enzymes play a role of hydrogen in the biological oxidation reduction). Vitamin B2 is one of many nutrients required to recycle glutathione, which is one of the most important antioxidants in the human body. (From a chemical standpoint, what B2 does is facilitate the conversion of oxidized glutathione into reduced glutathione.) (Yasuda and Hiraoka, 1999).

Riboflavin is unique among the water-soluble vitamins in that milk and dairy products make the greatest contribution to its intake in Western diets. Meat and fish are also good sources of riboflavin, and certain fruit and vegetables, especially dark-green vegetables, contain reasonably high concentrations (Powers, 2003). Vitamin B2 has limited storage, So it need a food supplement every day.

The risk of deficiency of vitamin B2: it will affect the body’s biological oxidation and make the metabolic disorder (Christensen, 1993). Vitamin B2 deficiency include cracking of the lips and corners of the mouth, an inflamed tongue, loss of visual perception and sensitivity to light, cataracts, and burning and/or itching of the eyes, lips, mouth, and tongue. It may also result in dull or oily hair, an oily skin, premature wrinkles on the face and arms, and split nails (Roe, 1991).

Other new functions of vitamin B2 are treatment of migraine, cardiovascular diseases and a prevention against cancer (Podorozhnyi et al., 1990; Powers, 2003). RCT studies in adults has confirmed that riboflavin is safe and probably effective in migraine prophylaxis, based on level B evidence. The bridge is troubled mitochondria, Riboflavin, a major co-factor in oxidative metabolism, may overcome this impairment (Colombo et al., 2014). Riboflavin may be a preventative medication for paediatric migraine (O’Brien and Hershey, 2010). Riboflavin plays a protective role in ischemia-reperfusion injury. Some experiments about blood biomarkers related to status of vitamin have been done in healthy women and cardiovascular patients (Midttun et al., 2014). Epidemiological studies have proved low folate intake with an increased risk of epithelial cancers, including colorectal cancer and cervical cancer. Riboflavin has
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received much less attention, but there is increasing interest in the well-established role that flavins play in folate metabolism and the possible synergy of a protective effect between these 2 vitamins for cancer (Powers, 2005).

Our article mainly used a systematic review and meta-analysis of observational studies assessing the association of intake of vitamin B2 and the incidence of colorectal cancer. This is the first meta-analysis to study the relationship between vitamin B2 and colorectal cancer. Through our articles, which will provide the scientific basis for future prevention and treatment of colorectal cancer.

Materials and Methods

We performed a literature search of MEDLINE via Pubmed to identify observational studies of colorectal cancer published up to April 2014, without any language restrictions. We used the following MeSH terms and free text words: 1. (colorectal OR colorectum OR colon OR colonic OR rectal OR rectum) AND (neoplasm OR cancer OR adenocarcinoma OR carcinoma OR tumour OR tumor). 2. Vitamin OR vitamin supplement OR retinol OR retinal OR thiamine OR cobalamin OR riboflavin OR niacin OR nicotinic acid OR pantethenic acid OR pyridoxine OR biotin OR folic acid OR folate OR ascorbic acid OR bravery calcitonin OR tocopherol OR phylloquinone OR menadione. 3. “Cohort Studies”[Mesh] OR “Follow-Up Studies”[Mesh] OR “Prospective Studies”[Mesh] OR “Case-Control Studies”[Mesh]. In addition, we searched reference lists of retrieved reviews or meta-analyses for studies (Stroup et al., 2000).

Eligibility criteria

Studies were included if (1) they were observational studies; (2) the exposure of interest was vitamin B2 intake; (3) the outcome of interest was the incidence of colorectal, colon, or rectal cancer; (4) relative risk (RR) or odds ratio (OR) estimates with 95% confidence intervals (95%CIs) were reported; and the (5) Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) quality grade for observational studies in meta-analyses (Wells et al., 2000) was >6. With multiple publication of the same study or similar documents, we retained the article with the best quality. We did not include reviews or meta-analyses.

Three investigators reviewed all eligible studies and extracted in duplicate the following data: the first author’s last name, publication year; country where the study was performed; sex and age of subjects; sample size (cases and controls or cohort size); measurement method; range of exposure; NOS grade; variables adjusted in the analyses; and RR or OR estimates with corresponding 95%CIs for the highest versus lowest categories of intake. If results of the study were reported several times, we chose the best quality study. If data collected were not reported in the primary article, items were treated as “not reported.” We did not contact the author for the information.

For each eligible study, two reviewers (Y.L and Q.Y) independently performed a quality assessment in duplicate by using the NOS. The scale is divided into 3 parts -- “selection”, “comparability”, “outcome” -- for cohort study, for a possible total of 9 stars. Articles with <6 stars were excluded.

Statistical analysis

Study-specific OR estimates were combined by use of a random-effects model, which considers both within- and between-study effects (DerSimonian and Laird, 1986). If results were reported for both dietary and total vitamins (food and supplements combined), we used the results for total vitamins in the main analysis (Zhang et al., 2006). If results were reported for both men and women and both, we used the results for both in the main analysis.

Commonly, 3 to 5 grades are reported for vitamin intake. We used the results (RR or OR) for the highest versus lowest categories. In addition, if the article gave different times (e.g., > 5 years; > 10 years; > 15 years) for vitamin intake and RR, we used the RR corresponding to the longest time because vitamin intake needs a long time to affect the incidence of colorectal cancer.

We used the random-effects model to incorporate the different studies (DerSimonian and Laird, 1986). When the incidence of disease is very low, in epidemiological studies, we can combine cohort studies and the results of the case-control studies, and use the OR approximate value instead of the RR (Greenland, 1987). Statistical heterogeneity was evaluated by the inconsistency statistic (I²). In 2011, the Cochrane Collaboration published updated information on the I² (JPT and Green, 2011). There are 4 degrees for heterogeneity; with I² ≤50%, we considered the heterogeneity acceptable. With I² ≥50%, we performed sensitivity and stratified analyses.

The combined OR were estimated from forest plots (Peters et al., 2008). We performed a sensitivity analysis removing one study at a time and analyzing the remaining studies to evaluate the effect of a single study. Publication bias was evaluated by the Begg and Egger regression asymmetry tests (Song and Gilbody, 1998). If the article showed publication bias, we used the trim and fill method (Duval and Tweedie, 2000a). Statistical analysis involved use of Stata v12.0 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX). p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Literature search

The details of the literature search are in Figure 1. Briefly, we reviewed 9 articles of vitamin B2 intake and risk of colorectal cancer (La Vecchia et al., 1997; Jedrychowski et al., 2001; Shin et al., 2006; de Vogel et al., 2008; E Ma et al., 2009; Shrubsole et al., 2009; van Lee et al., 2011; Bassett et al., 2013; Zschabitz et al., 2013), published from 1997 to 2013. But we found the article has been published by Shin in 2006 and the article has been published by Shrubsole in 2009 are using the same cohort: The Shanghai Women’s Health Study (SWHS). If results of the study were reported several times, we chose the best quality study. So we chose the article has been published by Shrubsole in 2009. There are 5 cohort studies and 4 case-control studies in total. One cohort study conducted in Netherlands, the multivariable-adjusted RR of women and men were separate, so we regarded the study as 2
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cohort studies.

Study characteristics

Characteristics of included studies are summarized in Table 1. The 8 vitamin B2 (riboflavin) articles (7750 cases, age range 40-79 years) were published between 1997 and 2013; 2 were conducted in Australia and 1 each in USA, Japan, Italy, Poland, Netherlands and China. The subjects of 2 studies were female and subjects of 6 were both female and male. Studies of Vitamin B2 intake met the quality criteria (6-8 stars): 1 article had 8 stars, 6 had 7 stars and 1 had 6 stars.

Association of vitamin intake and colorectal cancer

The multivariable-adjusted OR for each study and all studies combined for the highest versus lowest categories of intake of vitamins B2 (riboflavin) is in Figure 2. The association of vitamin B2 (riboflavin) and colorectal cancer was significant, with the heterogeneity ($I^2 = 0.0\%$). The pooled OR for the highest versus lowest categories of vitamin B2 (riboflavin) intake and colorectal cancer risk was 0.83 (95%CI, 0.75-0.91).

Sensitivity analyses

Sensitivity analysis is used to study the stability of the results after removed a study (JPT and Green, 2011). We performed a sensitivity analysis for vitamin B2. If we omitted the study by Vecchia et al., the pooled OR was 0.86 (95%CI, 0.77-0.96).

Table 1. Characteristics of Included Studies and Quality Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Follow-up period</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Vitamin B2 assessment</th>
<th>Variables of adjustment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bassett et al.(2013)</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1994-2009</td>
<td>40-79</td>
<td>F+M</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zschahiz et al.(2012)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1998-2009</td>
<td>50-79</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrubsole et al.(2009)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>2000-2006</td>
<td>40-70</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel 2008 et al.(2008)</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2000-2006</td>
<td>55-69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel 2008 et al.(2008)</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2000-2006</td>
<td>55-69</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin 2006 et al.(2006)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>2000-2006</td>
<td>40-70</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.(2011)</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2005-2007</td>
<td>40-79</td>
<td>F+M</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otani et al.(2009)</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1998-2002</td>
<td>50-79</td>
<td>F+M</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jedrychowski et al.(2000)</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1998-1999</td>
<td>40-79</td>
<td>F+M</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vecchia et al.(1997)</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1992-1996</td>
<td>20-74</td>
<td>F+M</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>a, age; b, country of birth; c, sex; d, smoking status; e, alcohol consumption; f, education; g, history of family; h, physical activity; i, intake of other food; j, BMI; k, race or ethnicity; l, hormone therapy; m, baseline household income; n, energy; o, menopausal status; p, cholecystectomy; q, aspirin use; r, Socio-economic index for areas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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publication bias for vitamins B2 (riboflavin) (Begg and Mazumdar, 1994). With the Egger test (Higgins, 2008), we found some publication bias for vitamins B2 (riboflavin) (p=0.039), but the result of Begg’s Test is p=0.076. So the Egger tests seems to be more sensitive. We used the trim and fill method (Duval and Tweedie, 2000b) for vitamin B2 findings and found a pooled OR of 0.81 (95%CI, 0.73-0.89), which before the adjustment was 0.83 (95%CI, 0.75-0.91). But , when the study exist the high weight worth and extremely positive result, then the trim and fill method could not do about it. When the studies were less than 10 research, we do not recommend map funnel and tested for the symmetry of funnel plot, because too little studies including in research, the power of the test is low, which is not enough to find funnel plot is truly asymmetry. So our analyses about publication bias and the trim and fill method is just to provide a reference for everyone, not to make a conclusion.

Discussion

This is the first meta-analysis evaluating the relationship between vitamin B2 intake and colorectal cancer. In this meta-analysis of epidemiological studies including 5 cohort studies and 4 case-control studies, we found vitamin B2 intake had an inverse association with the incidence risk of colorectal cancer.

If we separate the cohort studies and case-control studies to analysis, the OR of cohort studies is 0.86 (95%CI, 0.76-0.97) and F is 0.0%. The OR of case-control studies is 0.78 (95%CI, 0.66-0.91) and F is 0.0%. The combination of cohort studies and case-control studies is 0.83 (95%CI, 0.75-0.91) and F is 0.0%. So the results of separate and combined analysis are consistent. No heterogeneity were detected in cohort studies , case-control studies and the combination of cohort studies and case-control studies. We performed a sensitivity analysis for the result of combination cohort studies and case-control studies after we omitted the study by Vecchia et al., the pooled OR was 0.86 (95%CI, 0.77.0.96). So our result is relatively reliable.

There are ten studies after reviewing all articles, but except multiple publication of the same study or similar documents, only 9 studies are in this meta analyses. So the if studies were less than 10,The funnel plot and tested for the symmetry of funnel plot are not appropriate , the power of the test is low when studies were less than 10, which is not enough to find funnel plot is truly asymmetry (Nolting et al., 2012). We used both Begg and Egger tests to examine publication bias. The Egger tests seems to be more sensitive. With the Egger test, we found some publication bias for vitamins B2 (riboflavin) (p=0.039),but the result of Begg’s Test is p=0.076 seemed to be no publication bias. So our result about publication may be not Correct or accurate. In other words, perhaps there is no need to test the publication bias.

Some studies about the hypermethylation of the human riboflavin transporter 2 (hRFT2) gene and cervical squamous cell carcinoma (CSCC) patients have been done (Ma et al., 2014). Some studies about antitumor activity of irradiated riboflavin on human renal carcinoma cell line 786-O show the potential of riboflavin for treating cancer (Chaves et al., 2014). In breast cancer, a significant decrease in riboflavin serum levels and increase in riboflavin carrier protein occurs, indicating a potential role of riboflavin in disease progression (Bareford et al., 2013). Some findings suggested that riboflavin at high doses might promote lung cancer progression (Yang et al., 2013). Defective expression of C20orf54 gene statuses is associated with the development of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma and this may represent a mechanism underlying the decreased plasma riboflavin levels in ESCC (Ainiwaer et al., 2013). Decreased blood riboflavin levels are correlated with defective expression of RFT2 gene in gastric cancer (Eli et al., 2012). But, there are not studies about riboflavin and colorectal cancer. So our study will fill the void and provided some evidence to prevent colorectal cancer.

This meta-analysis has several strengths. First, this is the first meta-analysis evaluating the relationship between vitamin B2 intake and colorectal cancer. We found vitamin B2 intake had an inverse association with the incidence risk of colorectal cancer. Second, the result of cohort studies , case-control studies and the result of combination are consistent. Additional strengths are the extensive search of the literature and examination of the retrieved materials by at least two reviewers and Strict evaluation standard.

Our study has several limitations. First, as a meta analysis of observational data, our results had recall and selection bias inherent in the original studies. Second, the adjusted factors differed in many studies and commonly included age, sex, energy, ethnicity, body mass index, physical activity, pack-years of smoking, family history of colorectal cancer, colorectal cancer screening, and intake of processed meat and alcohol. Finally, we used pooled RRs for the highest versus lowest doses, but the definite dose differed slightly among studies. Given the limitation of this study, larger studies with a prospective design should be considered and investigated to validate the current findings.

In conclusion, a meta-analysis suggested that higher intake of vitamins B2 (riboflavin) could reduce the incidence risk of colorectal cancer. Further researches and large sample studies need to be conducted to better validate the potentially protective mechanism in vitamins B2 (riboflavin) and the relationship between vitamins B2 (riboflavin) intake and the risk of colorectal cancer.
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